A Meta-analysis T Abstract:T Semantic processing is the ultimate goal of language communication. Chinese characters and Japanese kanji both contain semantic clues in their semantic radicals, However, as Japanese is learned phonologically instead of morphologically nowadays, these clues may be more conducive to Chinese comprehension. It is therefore plausible that these inherent language differences could contribute to differential neural substrates but this has not been directly examined. To address this research gap, the current meta-analysis conducted direct contrasts between foci reported in published Chinese and Japanese fMRI studies to seek convergent activation across studies. It was found that Chinese evoked increased right hemispheric activation than Japanese, suggesting that semantic radicals might be more beneficial to Chinese than Japanese comprehension. The involvement of left supramarginal gyrus in spoken Japanese but not in spoken Chinese suggested that Japanese was processed more like alphabetic languages even though it is visually represented by characters. It might be further inferred that orthographic processing was essential for Chinese comprehension whereas phonological processing was more relevant for Japanese. The findings deepen our understanding of how linguistic characteristics shape our brains in processing semantics. 
Introduction
Semantic processing is the ultimate goal of language communication. It is intriguing how the semantics of a language are processed by the brain and thus become meaningful. This is especially notable for Chinese and Japanese, where semantic information is partially relayed by the character radical. To date, most neuroimaging studies investigating Chinese or Japanese semantic processing have utilized either words or sentences presented either visually or acoustically. Although some differential activation has been observed in semantic networks between Chinese and Japanese (languages; , between word and sentence processing (levels; Homae et al. 2002) , between visual and auditory processing (modalities; Liu et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2009 ), most studies in Chinese and Japanese do not make this distinction. This may be problematic in understanding possible differences in semantic processing in these languages in several ways as illustrated below.
First, semantics may be processed differentially between Chinese and Japanese. Unlike alphabetic languages, both Chinese ("语": language) and Japanese kanji ("語": language) harbor some semantic clues in their semantic radicals ("言": speech) despite minor orthographic difference between them, such that simplified Chinese characters ("语") with fewer strokes and less regularity are theoretically the simplified variants of traditional Chinese characters and Japanese kanji ("語") (Chen and Yuen 1991: 429; McBrideChang et al. 2005: 99) . In contrast to the Japanese kanji, Japanese kana does not contain semantic radicals and is instead considered as phonetic symbols like alphabets. In spite of the linguistic dissociation for Japanese kanji and kana, cognitively Japanese kanji is nowadays decoded phonologically instead of morphologically without much difference from Japanese kana. The semantic radicals in Japanese kanji are not as well recognized by current Japanese readers. For example, the variant locations of semantic radicals (言 is the left part of 語; 艹 is the top part of 葉) and the global configuration of kanji characters (語 is left-right layout; 葉 is top-down layout) are not as identifiable to Japanese readers either. Therefore, Japanese is currently considered as a complex phonogram system rather than a mixed system of phonograms and morphograms (Huang et al. : 2598 . By contrast, Chinese is agreeably viewed as a morphogram system (Perfetti 2004: 11) where semantic radicals are recognizable to Chinese readers and thus could scaffold Chinese comprehension. Besides semantic radicals, the unique four tones (high tone1, rising tone2, falling-rising tone3, and falling tone4) in Chinese may also contribute to semantic discrimination. For instance, 挖 (means: dig; pronounced: wa1), 娃 (means: kid; pronounced: wa2), 瓦 (means: tile; pronounced: wa3), and 袜 (means: sock; pronounced: wa4) represent four characters with the four tones respectively although with exactly the same consonant ("w") and vowel ("a") . In this case, it is just these four tones that discriminate their semantic retrieval. In sum, Chinese and Japanese semantics might be processed distinctly albeit their scripts may look similar. Chinese is probably a morphogram system whose comprehension could be benefited from semantic radicals and the four tones, whereas Japanese is viewed as a phonogram system where kanji and kana are both processed as phonetic symbols. These commonalities and particularities of Chinese and Japanese semantic processing may be further reflected at the neural level. Some brain areas were found to be commonly engaged in Chinese and Japanese comprehension, such as the left middle frontal gyrus for lexical integration, the left middle temporal gyrus for semantic representation, and the left occipital regions for local orthographic analysis (Booth et al. 2006: 197; Cao et al. 2009: 797; Thuy et al. 2004: 878; Yokomaya et al. 2007: 989; JungBeeman 2005: 512) . In addition to these common regions, many right hemispheric areas were also involved in Chinese semantic processes: the right inferior/middle frontal gyrus for executive comprehension (Vigneau et al. 2011: 577) , the right superior temporal gyrus (STG) for tonal perception (Zhang et al. 2010 (Zhang et al. : 1106 , and the right occipital regions for holistic radical combination (Bolger et al. 2005: 92) . In contrast, Japanese comprehension may additionally involve the left inferior parietal lobe (IPL), which was thought to underlie the orthography-to-phonology conversion in alphabetic languages (Binder et al. 2009 (Binder et al. : 2767 Ischebeck et al. 2004: 727) , indicating that Japanese might be neurologically processed more like alphabetic languages although orthographically appear more like Chinese. These neuroimaging findings are consistent with the behavioral findings stated above. That is, Chinese is probably a morphogram system whose comprehension could be benefited from semantic radicals (right occipital) and the four tones (right STG), whereas Japanese is viewed as a phonogram system where kanji and kana are both processed as phonetic symbols (left IPL).
Second, Chinese and Japanese semantic processing may differ by words and sentences. Extra processing is required for sentence relative to word comprehension so as to integrate disparate words into a cohesive sentence. (Adlof 2012: 3) . This extra processing, such as contextual processing and syntactic analysis, is organized divergently for Chinese and Japanese sentences. In Chinese sentences, word order is critical and thus every word must be placed in an appropriate sequence. Changing the position of one word in a sentence may completely change the meaning of the sentence (Huang et al. : 2598 . In Japanese sentences, grammatical information is mainly conveyed by affixes (such as wa, o, and ni) instead of word order; the word order can even be radically scrambled without altering the meaning of the sentence (Grewendorf and Sabel 1999: 1) . In short, sentence-specific processing is mainly tuned by word order in Chinese sentences whereas by affixes in Japanese sentences. Neurologically, the left anterior temporal lobe, which was thought to underpin word order analysis, is only activated by Chinese but not Japanese sentences (Huang et al. : 2598 . However, the involvement of the left anterior temporal lobe in word order analysis has not been ascertained with the direct contrast of sentences and words. To date, only one study has been found with a direct contrast of Japanese sentences vs. words (Homae et al. 2002: 883) but none for that of Chinese. This study showed the left ventral inferior frontal gyrus is more active in Japanese sentence than word comprehension, probably for affix decoding and syntactic processing. It could also be noted in this study that the Japanese-specific region, the left inferior parietal lobe, is no longer activated after subtracting neural correlates of words from sentences. Similarly, it is plausible to deduce that activity in the Chinese-specific regions, such as the right occipital areas, the right frontal cortex, and the right superior temporal gyrus, may also be diminished after the within-language contrast of sentences vs. words. However, it is likely that the left anterior temporal lobe could still be activated after the "Chinese sentences vs. Chinese words" contrast to analyze word order specifically for Chinese sentences.
Third, the way that Chinese and Japanese are read or heard dissociates how their semantics are processed. When Chinese or Japanese is delivered acoustically, the heterographic homophones cannot be differentiated through simply hearing and hence comprehension would be greatly confused (Perfetti et al. 2005: 43; Wilson 1999: 579) . However, when visually presented, the homophonic characters could be orthographically discriminated and misunderstanding could thus be avoided. Therefore, for Chinese and Japanese listening comprehension, accurate semantics would be more accessible if the phonology could be transformed into the more reliable orthography. This phonology-to-orthography transformation is probably more regular for Japanese than for Chinese, given that the Grapheme-Phoneme-Conversion principle (Cortheart 1978) can be referred to for Japanese kana, whereas no such systematic phonetic principle exists for Chinese reading. In other words, for both Chinese and Japanese listening comprehension, phonology-toorthography transformation may be demanded so as to filter out the potential misunderstanding caused by irrelevant homophones. Apparently this transformation is executed more arbitrarily for Chinese by the bilateral frontal regions (Liu et al. 2008 (Liu et al. : 1473 Wu et al. 2009 Wu et al. : 1374 whereas more regularly for Japanese by the left inferior parietal lobe (Homae et al. 2002: 883) . Apart from these auditory-specific areas which were anteriorly situated, the visual-specific areas were found to be located posteriorly around the occipito-temporal cortex, adapting to the more thorough orthographic processes required in reading comprehension than in listening comprehension. Furthermore, there seems to be a right occipito-temporal and left occipito-temporal dissociation corresponding to the globalized and localized orthographic analysis for Chinese and Japanese respectively. This further suggests that Japanese orthography appears to be processed more like linearly distributed alphabets despite the two-dimensional square shape character (Liu et al. 2008 (Liu et al. : 1473 Wu et al. 2009 Wu et al. : 1374 Homae et al. 2002: 883) .
The language effect, level effect, and modality effect on semantic neural correlates as reviewed above are based essentially on qualitative findings from the convergence and divergence of past studies. A quantitative approach, such as a meta-analysis, is needed to statistically obtain consistently activated regions across studies. Given the fact that the direct contrast between languages, between levels, or between modalities has rarely been conducted within a single study, meta-analysis may enable these contrasts to be performed across studies. With multiple studies to be included, results from meta-analysis may be more powerful and conclusive than those of single studies. Although meta-analyses investigating semantic substrates have already been available, none of them have examined the effects of language, level, and modality simultaneously. The current meta-analytic study attempts to fill this gap in order to help further understand Chinese and Japanese semantic networks and how they are influenced by modalities and levels.
Based on past findings, it could be predicted that (1) Chinese semantic processes would show greater involvement of right M/IFG, right STG, and right occipital cortex as compared to the comprehension processing of Japanese, whereas left IPL would be more involved in the semantic processing of Japanese than that of Chinese (language effect); (2) For differential activations for "sentences vs words", the left ATL would be involved with in Chinese comprehension whereas the left ventral IFG region would be more involved with Japanese semantics (level effect); (3) Bilateral frontal regions would be involved in auditory-specific input for Chinese semantic processing and the left IPL for the Japanese semantic component, while the visual-specific input would involve the right occipito-temporal area for Chinese, in contrast to the left occipito-temporal cortex for Japanese (modality effect).
Methods

Review of Literature
Using "(semantic or meaning) and (brain imaging or fMRI or PET) and (Chinese or Japanese)" as keywords, neuroimaging articles published from 2000 to April 2014 were searched in the following databases: PubMed, PsycINFO, Scopus, ScienceDirect, Web of Science, and Google Scholar. Finally 52 studies (Table 1) were selected out of the 865 identified articles after following the PRISMA flow chart (Figure 1 ), the operational procedure of the inclusive criteria: (1) fMRI or PET study reporting complete coordinates in Talairach or Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) through whole-brain scanning; (2) Study recruiting healthy Chinese or Japanese native adults, including late but not early bilinguals (Wu et al. 2012: 381) ; (3) Study with at least one contrast examining the semantic-related activation, pertaining to language and not memory, emotion, or problem-solving; (4) Study using word or sentence stimuli presented in written or spoken form, excluding studies using picture stimuli. 52 foci groups were coded from the selected 52 studies and then sorted into the Chinese (combined simplified-with traditionalChinese to maximize effect size) or Japanese (combined kanji with kana to maximize effect size) category (language), the word or sentence category (level), and the visual or auditory category (modality) as illustrated in Table 2 . Here, the identical number of foci groups and studies (52) were obtained coincidentally, as one foci group did not correspond to one study but instead corresponded to one participant sample. This grouping approach was suggested by the non-additive method (Turkeltaub et al. 2012: 1; Wagner et al. 2014: 19 ) so as to not underestimate or overestimate the contribution of any sample, as multiple samples may be employed in one article (e.g. Momo et al. 2008: 81; Chou et al. 2009: 465) and one common sample may also be shared by two studies. In the latter case, if these two studies happen to fall into one category (e.g. "visual sentence" in Zhao et al. 2013: 1 and Zhao et al. 2014: 334) , their activated foci were grouped together into the common category; If these two studies separate into two distinct categories (e.g. "visual word" and "auditory word" in Liu et al. 2008 Liu et al. : 1473 , only the study belonging to the category with less coded foci groups was recorded for further analysis (e.g. "auditory word"), so as to balance the number of included foci groups across categories (Wagner et al. 2014: 19) . Records screened (n =317) Records excluded (n = 232)
Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n =85)
Full-text articles excluded, with reasons (n =33): 9: contrasts across categories instead of within category 11: no semantic-related contrasts (3: memory, 2: motor, 1: problemsolving; 5: word passive reading/listening) 7: no coordinates reported 3: no contrast resulted from wholebrain scanning 1: using picture stimuli 1: results not separated for patients and controls 1: employing early bilingual participants Studies included in qualitative synthesis (n =0)
Studies included in quantitative synthesis (meta-analysis) (n =52) 
Data Analysis
The activation-Likelihood Estimation (ALE) analyses (Laird et al. 2005: 155) were conducted using GingerALE 2.3.2 to test for regional concordance across foci groups. Coordinates inside the Talairach space were first converted into the MNI space. Before performing contrast analyses between languages, between levels, and between modalities, the numbers of foci groups included in any two contrasted categories were verified by a Chi-square test. This is to ascertain if the two groups are statistically comparable seeing the apparent huge gap as shown in Table 2 (Turkeltab and Branch 2010: 1). Individual ALE analyses were performed separately within each language, each level, and each modality. Then all foci included in either of the two contrasted categories were pooled together, resulting in overall three pooled datasets: language, level, and modality. Another three ALE analyses were conducted on these three-pooled datasets respectively. For each of the three contrasts, the resulting ALE maps from both contrasted categories and the corresponding pooled dataset were thresholded with a false discovery rate (FDR) at p<0.05 and then loaded for contrast analysis using a threshold at p<0.05 (uncorrected) with 10000 permutations and a minimum cluster volume of 150 mmP 3 P . To keep results robust, the contrast-resulted ALE clusters based on less than two foci groups were eliminated (Wagner et al. 2014: 19; Turkeltaub and Branch 2010: 1) 
Results
Comparisons between categories revealed some component-specific regions as summarized in Figure 2 and Table 3 . 
Language Effect: Chinese vs. Japanese
Increased right hemispheric activations were observed in the Chinese to Japanese semantic network comparison, such as the right inferior frontal gyrus (BA47), the right insula (BA13), the right superior temporal gyrus (BA38), the right fusiform gyrus (BA18), the right middle occipital gyrus (BA18), and the right lingual gyrus (BA17), as illustrated in Figure 2a and Table 3 . As for the left hemisphere, the left inferior frontal gyrus displayed dorsal and ventral dissociation for "Chinese vs. Japanese" (BA9) and "Japanese vs. Chinese" (BA45/46), respectively.
Level Effect: Sentences vs. Words
For both Chinese and Japanese comprehension, no region was activated after the "words vs. sentences" contrast, whereas the reverse contrast obtained the left frontal and temporal cortices with slight differences between Chinese and Japanese: The left precentral gyrus (BA6), the left superior temporal gyrus (BA22), and the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21) were seen as Chinese sentence-specific areas, while the left inferior frontal gyrus (BAs 45/9), the left superior frontal gyrus (BA6), the left medial frontal gyrus (BA6), and the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21) were found to be Japanese sentencespecific areas, as shown in Figure 2b and Table 3 .
Modality Effect: Auditory vs. Visual
Only auditory-specific but not visual-specific regions were found for both Chinese and Japanese comprehension, as seen in Figure 2c and Table 3 . Chinese auditory-specific areas appeared to be right lateralized and situated at the right medial frontal gyrus (BA8), the right superior temporal gyrus (BA38) and the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21). In contrast, no righthemispheric activation was found to be auditory-specific for Japanese, only the left cortical regions were activated: the left middle frontal gyrus (BA46), the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA45), the left middle temporal gyrus (BAs 21/20), and the left supramarginal gyrus (BA40).
Discussion
Language Effect
The increased right occipital activation (BA17/18) recruited by Chinese relative to Japanese semantic processing validated the hypothesis that Chinese might be processed more holistically due to Chinese readers' higher sensitivity to radical distribution and stroke combination (Huang et al. : 2598 Kuo et al. 2004 Kuo et al. : 1721 Bolger et al. 2005: 92; Wu et al. 2012: 381) . In addition, the right pars orbitalis (BA47) and the right insula (BA13) involved in executive function network (Vigneau et al. 2011: 577) , were also more activated in Chinese than Japanese semantic processing. The right pars orbitalis (BA47), thought to be related to information integration (Bookheimer 2002: 151) , showed greater activation in Chinese comprehension, suggesting that higher integration was needed for the relatively irregular mapping among Chinese orthography, phonology, and semantics. The higher involvement of the right insula (BA13) in Chinese comprehension might be driven by the articulatory rehearsal of semantic radicals (Kuo et al. 2004 (Kuo et al. : 1721 that was less pronounced in semantic processing of Japanese likely due to decreased processing of sub-lexical constituents. In addition, the right superior temporal gyrus (BA38) was also recruited to a greater extent in Chinese comprehension probably for representations of the four tones, which were unique in Chinese (Bookheimer 2002: 151; Zatorre et al. 1996: 21; Tan et al. 2001: 836) . On top of these right hemispheric regions, the dorsal and ventral dissociation within the left frontal clusters for Chinese (BA9) and Japanese (BAs45/46) respectively were consistent with the previously-found dissociation for Chinese (BA9) and alphabetic languages (BAs45/46) (Tan et al. 2005: 836) , providing neurological indications that Japanese might be processed more like alphabetic languages although orthographically similar to Chinese.
Level Effect
It was observed that all the sentence-specific areas were left hemispheric for Japanese and even for Chinese, which was thought to engage the right hemisphere heavily as mentioned before. Possibly the right hemispheric activation did not survive the thresholding after the within-Chinese contrast between sentences and words. It was also noteworthy that Chinese and Japanese sentence-specific regions were all centered at the dorsal portions of the left frontal (BAs 6/45/9) or temporal areas (BAs 22/21), as these dorsal components seemed to be involved in contextual and syntactical processing (Hagoort and Indefrey 2014: 347) . For both Chinese and Japanese comprehension, the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21) representing semantics showed higher activation for sentences than words, given that the semantic information supplied in sentences were beyond that supplied in words (Booth et al. 2006: 197) . By contrast to the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21), which tuned lexical semantics, the left superior temporal gyrus (BA22) tended to be more sensitive to pre-lexical information (Price 2010: 62) such as radicals. Considering the fact that pre-lexical radicals might make more sense to Chinese readers than Japanese readers, it was reasonable that the left superior temporal gyrus (BA22) would exhibit higher activation in Chinese sentences but not in Japanese sentences. Notably, the left anterior temporal lobe, which was believed to analyze word order in Chinese sentences (Huang et al. : 2598 , was no longer observed in the current study after wordrelated areas were contrasted to sentence-related areas. Instead, the left precentral gyrus (BA6) might take the place to process word order so as to connect the within-sentence words. This supported the previous finding that the left precentral gyrus might serve as a language hub to build connectivity among language networks (Richlan et al. 2014 ) especially for Chinese processing (Tan et al. 2005: 83; Luke et al. 2002: 133) . For Japanese, the higher recruitment of the left inferior frontal gyrus (BAs45/9) for sentences vs. words was also observed in prior findings (Homae et al. 2002: 883) , reinforcing that this region might provide affix processing which was critical to Japanese sentences (Whaley 1997) . It is known that the left IFG activation could also signal task difficulty/complexity. However, the fact that the left IFG activation was only obtained in the "Japanese sentence vs. words" contrast but not in the "Chinese sentence vs. words" contrast suggests that the left IFG activity was more related to affix processing than task difficulty/complexity. This finding is not surprising as sentences are basically more difficult /complex than words for both Japanese and Chinese. It is plausible that for Japanese comprehension processing, the increased difficulty/complexity required for sentences versus words was largely reflected by the sentence affix analysis and this was not the case for Chinese. In addition, the left superior/medial frontal gyrus (BA6) also showed greater activation for Japanese sentences, consistent with findings based on alphabetic languages (Bookheimer 2002: 151; Binder et al. 2009 Binder et al. : 2767 Tan et al. 2005: 83) , which, further verified the similarity between Japanese and alphabetic neural substrates.
Modality Effect
For both Chinese and Japanese comprehension, only auditory-specific areas but not visual-specific areas were found in the current study although both auditory-and visual-specific regions were obtained in past research (Chinese research: Liu et al. 2008 Liu et al. : 1473 Wu et al. 2009 Wu et al. : 1374 Japanese research: Homae et al. 2002: 883) . The absence of visual-specific areas in the current meta-analysis may be attributed to the excessively small size of the auditory dataset (4 foci groups for each language), which statistically biased the results towards the auditory-specific studies (Laird et al. 2005: 155) . For auditoryspecific areas, the left middle temporal gyrus (BA21) was found to be activated for both Chinese and Japanese. This region represents semantics, in particular verbal semantics (Booth et al. 2006: 197) , and thus it is not surprising to observe increased activity in the left BA21 during auditory comprehension. Besides this similarity, dissociation between Chinese and Japanese was also observed: The auditory-specific areas were seen to be right lateralized for Chinese whereas left lateralized for Japanese, consistent with our findings reported in the "language effect" section (4.1). For Chinese, greater activation for listening than reading comprehension was observed in the right medial frontal gyrus (BA8), as this area may help distinguish the suitable word out of homophones which were introduced by auditory presentation (Tremblay and Gracco 2010: 15) . In addition, the right superior temporal gyrus (BA38), which was related to processing the four tones in Chinese, especially spoken Chinese (Zatorre et al. 1996: 21) , also showed higher activity for spoken vs. written Chinese and, as reported earlier, for Chinese vs. Japanese. Both these two right-hemispheric regions were auditory-specific to Chinese but not to Japanese. In contrast, the left supramarginal gyrus (BA40) was found as the auditory-specific area for Japanese but not for Chinese. This supports the hypothesis that Japanese was neurologically processed similarly as alphabetic languages since alphabetic languages often utilized this region for the phonology-to-orthography mapping (Binder et al. 2009 (Binder et al. : 2767 Ischebeck et al. 2004: 727; Bolger et al. 2005: 92) . In brief, it is plausible that to resist the disturbance of homophones in listening comprehension, Chinese speakers recruited the right medial frontal gyrus (BA8) to select the accurate semantics out of the homophone store, and also involving the right superior temporal gyrus (BA38) to differentiate the homophones with unmatched tones. Whereas for Japanese speakers, the left supramarginal gyrus (BA40) was recruited to map homophones back to the differentiable scripts so as to extract the exact semantics.
Limitation
Although efforts have been made to optimize the methodology, limitations still exist. First, the semantic processing activation related to the two script systems within each language (Chinese: simplified-vs. traditional-; Japanese: kanji vs. kana) could not be clearly differentiated, as coding of activated foci did not specify these differences in the respective languages. It is plausible that traditional-Chinese may elicit the typical logographic network more intensely than simplified-Chinese, as the semantic radicals are semantically more consistent with the entire character for traditional-Chinese than for simplified-Chinese (McBride-Chang et al. 2005: 99) . Similarly for Japanese, the kana system reflecting pure phonetic symbols may be cortically represented more "alphabetically" in relation to the kanji system (Thuy et al. 2004: 878) . However, it is not feasible to examine these within-language differences in the present meta-analysis, as further categorizing the Chinese or Japanese studies would lessen the already insufficient studies (26 Chinese, 18 Japanese) and further limit the statistical power of comparisons. In addition, it is likely that in contrast to the between-language differences, the within-language difference could be largely negligible. Within Chinese, it was thought that the simplified characters still largely preserve the semantic information of the traditional characters (Chen and Yuen 1991: 429) ; For Japanese, kanji is nowadays decoded phonologically instead of morphologically without much difference from Japanese kana (Huang et al. : 2598 . Thus, before more studies based on simplified-Chinese, traditional Chinese, Japanese kanji, and Japanese kana are available, it is more parsimonious to combine these scripts for the two languages in order to base the between-language comparison onto a larger set of studies. Second, the language and level effects may be heavily driven by the visual modality instead of by the two modalities evenly, considering a larger number of foci groups were included in visual relative to auditory modality (Chinese: 26 visual and 4 auditory; Japanese: 18 visual and 4 auditory) However, a Chisquare test verified that this discrepancy was not significant (Turkeltaub and Branch 2010: 1) . The insufficient foci groups (only 4, should be at least 10) for auditory modality may also dilute the reliability and validity of the modality effect (Laird et al. 2005: 155) . Hopefully, more auditory studies will be available in the future to allow for the language, level, and modality effects to be statistically more powerful and tenable.
Third, for those foci groups using fixation or rest as baselines, contrast conditions of fixation or rest may have evoked semantic like network activation that may have obscured the regions of interest in semantic processing (Binder et al. 1999: 80) , whereas irrelevant phonological and orthographic processing might be observed instead, as these irrelevant processing was often incidental yet inevitable to semantic tasks but not so to fixation or rest. Therefore, beyond the semantic regions, some typical phonological (e.g. bilateral STG, left IPL) and orthographic (e.g. right FFG, right MOG, right LG) regions were also observed in the current study. Efforts have been taken to maximize the essence of semantic processing and the number of studies included. We tried as far as possible to include semantic tasks that provided an alternative baseline (e.g. rhyming judgment) other than fixation or rest.
Summary
Overall, these effects suggest that the semantic information supplied in both Chinese and Japanese orthography was more beneficial to Chinese than Japanese comprehension, and Japanese was processed more like a "phonetic" alphabetic language although visually similar to Chinese. It might be further inferred that orthographic processing was essential for Chinese comprehension whereas phonological processing was more relevant for Japanese comprehension, which was consistent with previous findings (Bolger et al. 2005: 92; Huang et al. : 2598 . To the best of our knowledge, this meta-analysis provides the first evaluation of the semantic network integrating the language effect, level effect, and modality effect simultaneously in Chinese and Japanese. The research findings deepen our understanding of how linguistic characteristics shape our brains in processing semantics.
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